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other. His principal postulate, which he claims to deduce
from general observation, is that the former tendency is upper-
most and that aggressiveness is strong only in the neurotic,
who, in Dr. West's conception, is by definition an individual
suffering from the after-effects of disturbance of his emotional
life after childhood. He starts with the hint, not subsequently so
fully developed as such a fascinating task would make us wish,
that the system of any philosopher is extremely dependent upon
his personality and temperament, and in turn therefore upon
complexes and the like which have arisen on the basis of his
early experience. Hobbes, Locke, and Rousseau are quoted as
illustrative examples. Freud's philosophical excursions, based
on his clinical experience, are held by the author to depend
to a large extent on Freud's oWn difficulties with his own
instinctive impulses. These speculations are reinforced by
reference'to clinical cases treated by the author.
The method of proceeding from philosophy to philosopher

and thence to a philosopher who has betrayed his own inner
processes to some extent in his psycho-therapeutic work
(Freud), and finally to clinical cases is ingenious, but it leads
to the narrow type of conclusion to which psychologists and
psychiatrists are apparently fated. In this instance the con-
cklsion is reached that it is predominantly the obsessional
neurotics who are responsible for the woes of nations.
Dr. West finds in short that wars depend essentially upon the
failure of certain individuals to come to reasonable terms with
their own individual conflicts. This is not a novel conclusion,
but the author has reached it through a novel line of
approach.
Though he quotes a writer like Horney he does not seem

to believe that the structure of the larger society has any
particular responsibility in accentuating aggressive urges. Law
in general is seen as a means 'of expressing the social or
co-operative instinct and controlling the aggressive tendencies,
but when he comes to the practical solution of the problem
of war Dr. West does not help us much. The key to inter-
national co-operation is seen as the transfer of loyalty, power,
and law from the sovereign States to a world community.
From this he passes to an argument that would make all
belligerents at the present time seem equally guilty. He even
says, on page 238, "Ten years after this present war has ceased
it will no more matter who 'caused' or who 'won' it than it
did ten years after the last one"; and the book ends with
something that reads curiously: "Make the great venture!
agree with thine adversary-quickly! And place the con-
sciences of the world behind its Total Society." Taken all in
all, his conclusions are rather far away from his premisses.
The author seems to be no more immune from unconscious
personal bias than the generality of philosophers or indeed of
mankind. ,

WAR SURGERY
Surgery of Modern Warfare. Edited by Hamilton Bailey, F.R.C.S. Sub-
editor for Medicine, C. Allan Birch, M.D. Compiled by 77 contributors.
Part III; third edition (complete in six parts). (Pp. 178; illustrated.- 15s.,
plus 6d. postage.) Edinburgh: E. and S. Livingstone. 1944

Part III of the third edition of Surgery of Modertr Warfare
contains articles on the surgery of blood vessels, haemorrhage
and its treatment, Thomas's splint and extension, plaster
technique, and Braun's and Cramer wire splints. Perhaps the
most outstanding contribution, however, is that on amputations
by the late Sir William De Courcy Wheeler. This chapter was
completed not long before he died, and many will no doubt
agree that it ranks high among his contributions to surgical
literature. Founded upon a wealth of experience, the sum of
a life's work devoted to surgery, it is a masterly exposition
from which all young surgeons may learn much. An editorial
note at the end of this article tells us that Sir William had,
from the beginning oT the war, served as a consulting surgeon
to the Royal Navy, and died in harness on Sept. 11, 1943. This
chapter is "typical of his work and a fitting tribute to a
great man."

Like the preceding volumes, this member of the' series con-
stituting the third edition maintains the high standard which
we commended in our notice of the first parts of the third
edition. The subjects included are written by well-known
authorities in a clear and essentially practical manner, and are
lavishly illustrated both by line and coloured drawings and
by photographs.

Noteb -on Books
The Cominon Form of Niacin Amide Deficiency Disease:
Aniacinamidosis, by Dr. W- KAUFMAN, is published at Bridgeport,
Connecticut, by the Yale University Press. This is an entirely
uncritical monograph on a syndrome stated to have been discovergd
by the author and to be due to a deficiency of niacin amide-i.e.,
nicotinic acid amide or nicotinamide. He calls it aniacinamidosis.
The symptoms run almost the who'e gamut of those seen in general
practice, from corns and fallen arches to grey hair and insomnia.
Such varied symptoms as arthritis, impaired memory, lack of initia-
tive, mental and physical fatigue, lack of appetite, foul breath,
warts, dyspnoea, and ecchymoses 'are laid at the door of aniacin-
amidosis. So numerous are the manifestations listed that every
hospital and private patient might be diagnosed as suffering from
the condition. The reviewer finds it impossible to take this book
seriously. Thus the author states that in five minutes nicotinic acid
amide begins to relieve mental symptoms, improves apical heart
sounds in fifteen minutes, and makes flabby muscles firm in half an
hour. Such uncritical statements are found on opening any page'
of the book at random.
The official Medical Register for 1944 has been published on

beha'f of the General Medical Council by Constable and Co. (Orange
Street, W.C.2) at 21s., post free 22s. The table printed in the intro-
ductory section shows that 3,532 names were added last year. New
registrations numbered 1,501 in England, 611 in Scotland, 405 in
Ireland, 153 on the colonial register, and 862 on the foreign register.
The total number of names on the Register at the end of last year
was 71,882,- being 2,454 more than on Dec. 31, 1942. The total
number at the end of 1933 was 56,741.

Preparations and Appliances

A PLASTER OVER-BOOT
Surg. Cmdr. P. B. MORONEY, R.N.V.R., writes:
The protection out of doors of a walking plaster is essential.

For use with such plasters, incorporating a sorbQ or rubber
heel, the following boot has been successfully issued from a
narrow range of stock sizes. It may be rapidly extemporized in
canvas and wood, although leather is more elegant and durable.

It consists essentially of a simple leather sole-piece with a
1/8-in. heel cut to tracings of plasters corresponding to sizes 6, 8,
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and 10 normal shoe fitting. Straps are sewn to it as illustrated
in Fig. 1. They are designed to give close fitting posteriorly
between the heel of the bo'ot and of the plaster. The upper
merely provides protection against weather -and should be made
capaciously. It laces from 1 in. of the toes, wN~hich need not
necessarily be blocked ; a counter in the heel is the only other
refinement.
The correct attachment of the straps, which firmly brace the

sole of the boot to the cast, is the essential ; for then slight
excess of length and breadth does not prejudice gait and permits
a free action of the toes. The latter may be protected with a
wollen toe-cap specially made or extemporized by cutting the
end of a sock.
The boot applied is illustrated in Fig. 2. It may be noted that

it is equally applicable -to right or left foot.
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